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The global space industry is projected to generate over $1 trillion in revenue over the
next two decades, including revenue from the development, launch and operation of
satellites.1 Increased activity in recent years, including more launches of satellites by a
larger number of operators, has both reflected and attracted substantial new investment.
The increased volume of launches, however, also brings increased risks of damage to
spacecraft, both during launch and while in orbit.
The opportunity for profit in the “new space race” will be shaped by the industry’s
ability to manage these risks. Given the number and amount of recent losses, the
insurance market may not be fully able to absorb space risk and protect investors. The
current international legal regime, which was adopted in the early 1970s before the
proliferation of privately launched satellites, also provides no certainty. Updated
national laws can help clarify and limit risks, but their usefulness is limited by the
multinational character of the space industry and the absence of national boundaries in
space. Ultimately, cooperation among states to develop new international law rules
governing responsibility for incidents in space will be important to provide certainty
and clarity to the space industry and its investors.

Crowded Skies
The increase of activity in Low Earth Orbit (LEO)—defined as an altitude of 2,000 km or
less—has led to an increased risk of collisions between space vehicles. The growth in
activity is due both to increased investment and to technological developments that
allow companies to launch “constellations” of satellites at relatively low cost. As a result
of these developments, the number of satellites in orbit is projected to jump from 1,200
to 27,000 by 20402—more than ten times the total number of satellites launched in the
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60 years after Sputnik first reached orbit in 1957.3 The actual numbers may prove to be
even higher; SpaceX alone has applied for frequency spectrum rights for up to 30,000
satellites.4 Collisions and near misses will undoubtedly become more common as more
satellites are launched.
Already, satellite operators have been forced to engage in costly maneuvers to avoid
mishaps. For example, the European Space Agency (ESA) had to maneuver its Aeolus
satellite to avoid collision with a SpaceX satellite as the two hurtled towards each other
in September, with no clear rule for who should yield to whom.5 Following that incident,
the CEO of satellite constellation operator Iridium tweeted that his company frequently
has had to undertake comparable satellite maneuvers in similar situations.6
Space debris presents another problem. The U.S. National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) currently tracks over 23,000 objects larger than 10 cm orbiting
the Earth.7 On November 19, ESA Director General Jan Woermer called on states to
take immediate action to combat the problems posed by space debris, arguing that more
satellite launches will lead to more satellite failures.8 Satellites that fail in orbit
obviously become hazardous projectiles, but even perfectly executed launches create
debris: disposable cargo fairings and upper stages of rockets are separated from their
payload in LEO, sometimes remaining in orbit and sometimes falling back to the Earth.

Uncertainties in the Insurance Market
The insurance industry has had difficulty absorbing this new volume of risk. For
example, China Satcom’s recent $250 million claim for the power failure of its ChinaSat
18 satellite in orbit, combined with the $415 million payout for the launch failure of the
Falcon Eye 1 satellite in July 2019,9 will “likely exceed total insurance premiums for 2019”
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for the entire space industry combined.10 This would make 2019 the second year in a
row in which payouts outpaced premiums across the market.11 The ChinaSat 18 claim
may not even be the last large claim of 2019, as it came on the heels of Eutelsat’s
October 2019 report of a malfunctioning solar array on its 5 West B satellite, which
could lead to a €170 million loss.12
Difficulties in anticipating and pricing for these risks may limit the supply and
affordability of insurance for space activities. Swiss Re, the leading space reinsurer,
announced it was leaving the market in August 2019, citing “bad results of recent years
and unsustainable premium rates.”13

Increasing Investment
Despite these difficulties, investment in the satellite sector shows no signs of slacking.
In early 2019, a private equity consortium purchased satellite operator Inmarsat for $6
billion, stating: “the satellite sector is attractive, with unique characteristics, including
long lead times and the need for deep technical expertise, while operators in the sector
require strategic management and a long investment horizon.”14 This investment has
not slowed, with recent multimillion dollar funding rounds for satellite service
startups.15 Technological advances have lowered satellite launch costs, facilitating
smaller, cheaper satellites for a range of applications. Satellite telecommunication has
always received the largest share of investment, but now funds are pouring into
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satellites used for “everything from weather monitoring, to ship and aircraft tracking”
and more.16

The Outdated Space Liability Regime
The absence of an international legal regime that takes account of the involvement of
non-state actors in the space industry exacerbates the uncertainty. The current regime,
established by a treaty known as the Space Liability Convention,17 was developed in an
era when states were the primary actors in space. Before an object reaches outer space,
the Convention imposes on the “launching state” absolute liability for damage.18 When
a collision occurs in orbit between objects from two different launching states, liability
is determined based on which state is “at fault.”19 The Convention, however, does not
establish any rules defining what constitutes “fault,” nor does it clearly regulate liability
for private activity in space.
ChinaSat-18 may provide a test of this regime. Because of the shape of its orbit, the
satellite will likely become a five-ton projectile orbiting the Earth for the next several
months before burning up in the atmosphere, possibly crossing paths with other
satellites but unable to maneuver. Should the failed satellite collide with other space
vehicles during this time, questions of liability may become hotly contested issues.

Possible Signs of Progress
The international community is showing signs of stirring to adapt the legal framework
to suit the needs of the modern space industry. In its 2019 session, the United Nations
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space provided recommendations on the
application of international law to small-satellite activities, space traffic management,
and international principles of liability for damage caused by space debris.20 The Legal
Subcommittee of that body recently agreed to explore international standards for
mitigation of damages from space debris and ways of encouraging states to update their
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domestic legislation,21 including a draft questionnaire intended to help states consider
changes to their domestic liability laws.22
A number of jurisdictions have updated their domestic laws to respond to the challenges
presented by commercial activities in space. Approximately 40 countries now have laws
regulating space activities, but the regulation of liability and insurance differs from
country to country.23 Some countries already have strong regulations requiring satellite
operators to carry liability insurance or provide proof of fiscal responsibility. Such
requirements, however, may cause difficulty if insurers and reinsurers are unable or
unwilling to provide coverage. South Korea, Hong Kong, China, and the Netherlands
require insurance coverage up to the maximum amount available in the market,24 but
this amount could change rapidly as a result of changes in the market. The United States
requires proof of third-party liability insurance or a demonstration of financial
responsibility for all licensed launches.25 Australia has a similar requirement.26 The
United Kingdom,27 Austria,28 Belgium29 and Denmark30 give the government
discretionary power to require insurance for space activities. In addition, the United
Kingdom places strict liability on the operator for damage from space activities31 and,
along with other states such as Norway and Sweden, requires the operator to indemnify
the state against claims.32
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Domestic laws, however, can only go so far. In the absence of clear rules of international
law allocating liability between satellite operators of different nations, significant
uncertainties will remain. Monitoring developments in national and international law
can help investors understand and manage these uncertainties.
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